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Technology Transfer

Bionic Lightweight Design
researchers of the Alfred Wegener
Institute at Hannover Messe 2016
Honeycomb structures as the basic building block for industrial applications presented using holo
pyramid

Researchers of the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) will introduce their latest
developments in the field of bionic lightweight design at Hannover Messe from 25 to 29 April 2016.
Their focus is on the ELiSE lightweight construction method, which uses structures from nature to gain
a developmental edge over methods that start from scratch. The industry is currently looking for
lightweight reinforcement of complex flat and 3D-components. The AWI researchers have developed
and built a holo pyramid that allows them to demonstrate the different procedures to the trade fair
visitors.

Life forms that are perfectly adapted to their environment are successful, those with poor adaptation
do not survive during the course of evolution. The researchers have embraced this principle: they study
the technical principles of animals and plants to derive a lightweight construction principle and to
optimise structures. At the Alfred Wegener Institute, Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research
(AWI) the biologists and engineers working on bionic lightweight constructions have specialised in
single-celled sea algae such as diatoms. These phytoplankton organisms fascinate the researchers as
they have extremely light yet stable silica shells, which are expressed in a wide variety of complex
geometric structures.

“We are currently working on a method that automatically reinforces surfaces with a load-oriented
honeycomb geometry,” says Dr Christian Hamm, head of the bionic lightweight construction
department at the Alfred Wegener Institute about their current research focus. The automobile and
aviation industry currently has a great demand for such particularly tough, rigid and at the same time
lightweight structures. The AWI researchers have already successfully collaborated with partners from
diverse industries, such as the automotive industry, the healthcare sector, shipbuilders and
manufacturers of offshore constructions.

Here, the AWI bionics researchers focus on their patented development method: 
. The optimal development of a product passes several stages: First, the

structures of the 90,000 samples of the Hustedt Diatom Collection and the internal database are
investigated to find diverse lightweight principles with a high potential for a technical adaptation. The
modes of action behind the function are abstracted into bionic concepts, analysed using computer
models and optimised in several stages.

The components optimized with the ELiSE method can be produced with various materials, such as
metal or plastics and using different processes such as 3D print, injection moulding and sheet metal
construction. The AWI researchers use, for example, additive manufacturing to produce components
with a 3D printer. To give the trade fair visitors a vivid impression of the various possibilities offered
by their bionic approach to develop new lightweight solutions, the AWI researchers came up with
something very special: They constructed a holo pyramid that visualises the various processes and
bionic reinforcement structures as three-dimensional holograms. They have also brought with them
components that they printed in their Lab as well as last year's trade fair exhibit (the folding Bionic
Bike developed in a 3D print process) to present the full spectrum of exhibits to the visitors.

Seven members of the bionic lightweight construction team of the Alfred Wegener Institute are
looking forward to discuss innovative lightweight solutions at Hannover Messe from 25 to 29 April in
hall 2, stand A01.

Researchers build a model.
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